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Today Jones is claiming he predicted the false flag market shooting in Buffalo. But he means
something different by false flag here than I mean, or than he used to mean. He is not telling you this is
a staged event, as I am. He is telling you this a manufactured event, meaning it is not what it seems.
He is telling you it was not pulled by some lone nut, but by the government, to create division. But he
is selling it as real in the sense that people were actually killed. He is telling his audience the
government is killing its own citizens in these manufactured events. Though he knows it isn't.
Remember, he used to sell these events as false flags, but back then he meant that they were fake. The
deaths were faked, as at Sandy Hook. No one died. Mike Adams at NaturalNews did that, too. He
used to sell these events as total fakes, where no one died. But about five years ago they both flipped a
switch and started selling them as partially real. They were still manufactured, in that they were staged
by the government instead of by private citizens acting independently, but they were now real in that
real people were being killed. Mike Adams took down his old papers where he showed no one was
killed, like in the Boston Marathon, and switched to real deaths, as in his analysis of Las Vegas a few
years later. Alex Jones has done the same thing, pretending to be forced to apologize for his Sandy
Hook coverage due to a lawsuit, and now selling it as real. And in this Buffalo event, he is screaming
at black people that they need to be packing heat whenever they go to the grocery store, to protect
themselves from “the deep state”. He actually says that in his latest rant today.
So we see him playing his part in the current fear and division creation, controlling the opposition. His
assignment has always been to create fear, while seeming to play the other side. This just proves it
beyond any possible doubt. Telling black people to arm themselves at the grocery store is so far
beyond the pale. Like me, Jones should be trying to defuse this bomb, but he is just throwing gasoline
on the fire.
But I tell you again: this event, just like ALL the others, is fake. It was staged by the government, yes,
but no one was killed. It is a Hollywood movie and nothing more. It is fiction sold as real. They are
trying to create division and fear, because they want us fighting eachother. This is the only way they
can avoid revolution at this point, after the vaccine crime against humanity. They have murdered
millions of people in cold blood, on purpose, while making huge profits. They have lied to you about
everything. They have locked you down and masked you and your children for no reason, other than to
coerce you into taking a deadly vaccine. They have stolen trillions of dollars from you and given you
nothing but mayhem and death. They are now desperate to avoid prosecution, which is why they have
started a fake war in Ukraine and relit the abortion issue. They want men fighting women, blacks
fighting whites, and gays fighting straights, all to keep us from coming after them. I suggest you don't
fall for it. They think you are stupid Gentiles who have always fallen for their schemes and lies and
conjobs. Are you? Will you?
To help you decide, I will tell you what else they are faking. They are faking the food and fuel
shortages, and supply chain problems. This is again to add to the mayhem and to keep your eyes off

other things. They want your eyes on inflation and food shortages and crop failures and bird flu and
millions of chickens dead, to keep your eyes off the vaccine crime against humanity and the latest
pillage of the worldwide treasuries. In fact, the fake fuel shortages were planned as payback to the oil
companies, who lost billions in 2020-21 due to Covid. But they knew going in they would lose
billions, since they were promised they would make it all back and more in 2022, when this fake supply
chain issue would arise. So all these scarcities are manufactured. None of them are real. The
Phoenician Navy is holding up all shipping routes on purpose, to manufacture shortages. We are being
told food processing plants are being torched or kamikazied by planes, though they aren't. We are
being told millions of chickens are being killed, though they aren't. We are being told so many things
that aren't true, all to manufacture mayhem. All these problems would evaporate tomorrow if the
governors decided to quit manufacturing them. You are literally living in a false matrix created by the
governors, brought to you through your TV and internet. All to herd you, keep you panicked, and keep
you divided. All to soak you and con you and rob you blind, as you have been robbed for millennia.
You could wise up today, and I suggest you get to it.
Don't believe Alex would herd you? Go to his sidebar today, where he has his poll for the week. It
asks, Which part of the economic collapse concerns you the most?
1. crypto crash
2. housing bubble
3. inflation
4. high gas prices
As I have told you before, the right answer is never on his lists. The right answer is: the fact that the
economic collapse is manufactured in all ways. And even that is a diversion, since all these things are
manufactured to keep your eyes off reality. All those things are piddling compared to the ongoing
crime against humanity these people are pulling against you: the millions of deaths from vaccines and
other drugs; the theft of trillions of dollars from worldwide treasuries by these same thieves and liars;
the splitting of the sexes and murder of the family; the wanton and ever-accelerating destruction of the
middle class; the absolute obliteration of society and all human connections; the rape of the Earth and
all her resources; the death of art, science, morality, dignity, honor, truth, and beauty.

